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Easy strategies and tools to engage
students with attention challenges

Ezra Werb

Helping students with attention challenges to focus
on the tasks before them can seem like the holy grail of
special education. Yet it doesn’t have to be complicated,
says Ezra Werb, educational therapist and author
of “Teach for Attention!”. In his edWeb.net webinar
“Engagement Strategies for Students with Attention
Challenges: Lower Anxiety and Raise Confidence,” Werb
presented some easy tips for engaging students, which
he said could be sprinkled into the teaching day “like
Please see Easy engagement on page 6

Tips and tools for gamifying the
special education classroom
If you struggle with student absenteeism, you are not alone. A 2018 Gallup
poll shows that across the United States, 8.1 million students are considered
“disengaged”, which is defined as missing three weeks or more of school per
year. The same poll indicated that 91 percent of superintendents think that
student engagement is the measurement of public school success.
A powerful way to make school more engaging is to apply game theory to
instruction. In his writings, Professor James Paul Gee, a recognized learning
game expert, says that the qualities that make video games engaging can also
be applied in the classroom. He suggests that teachers:
• Present activities as a challenge or quest
• Reward with badges or points
• Provide instant feedback
• Let students embrace failure/risk (if it involves learning how to play)
• Enable students to track their own progress
• Support student voice and choice by allowing them to be a co-designer
Gee also stressed that a crucial element in gamifying instruction is to make
Please see Gamification on page 8
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Leveling Up, continued from page 1

Sept. 23, at 5 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

•

Supporting English Language Learners with
Free Digital Tools, Thurs., Sept. 5 at 4 p.m. EDT
on edWeb.net.

•

•

Teaching Students with Dyslexia: Early
Warning Signs and Effective Intervention with
Structured Literacy, Tues., Sept, 10, at 4 p.m.
EDT on edWeb.net.

Edtech for Students with Autism: Curriculum,
IEPs, and Data to Ensure Success, Fri., Sept.
27, at 2 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

•

•

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion in All
Classrooms, Wed., Sept. 11 at 4 p.m. EDT on
edWeb.net

Tech to the Rescue: Create a Technology
Toolbox for Struggling Students with ADHD
and LD, Wed., Oct. 2, at 1 p.m. EDT on
ADDitudemag.com.

•

•

Engagement Strategies for Students with
Attention Challenges: Lower Anxiety and
Raise Confidence, Thurs., Sept. 12, at 2 p.m.
EDT on edWeb.net.

Mental Health and Self-Esteem through Digital
Portfolios, Thurs., Oct. 3, at 6 p.m. EDT on
edWeb.net.

•

Let’s Celebrate Digital Citizenship Week:
Something for Everyone, Tues., Oct. 8, at 3 p.m.
EDT on edWeb.net.

•

Building Blocks for Including and Teaching
Young Children with Disabilities, Thurs., Sept.
12, at 3 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

•

•

SEL and Trauma-Sensitive Schools, Tues., May
14, at 3 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

Addressing the Crisis in Adolescent Mental
Health: How Districts Can Identify and Support
Struggling Students, Thurs., Oct. 10 at 6 p.m.
EDT on edWeb.net.

•

•

5 ELL & Language Learning Tips, Tricks, and
Tools, Tues., Sept. 17, at 3 p.m. EDT on edWeb.
net.

Selecting Goals for Students with Autism,
Wed., Oct. 23 at 3 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

•

•

Digital Badge Credentials: Preparing Students
with Special Needs for Employment, Thurs.,
Sept. 17, at 4 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

Improving Literacy Growth for ELLs and Dual
Language Learners Using Shared Reading,
Tues., Oct. 24 at 3 p.m. EDT on edWeb.net.

•

Navigating Today’s Dyslexia Laws: Building
the Best Program, Mon., Oct. 21, at 3 p.m. EDT

•

What Struggling Readers Wish Administrators
Knew, Thurs., Sept. 19, at 3 p.m. EDT on edWeb.
net.

•

Best Practices for Managing Differently Abled
Students in Your Inclusive Classroom, Mon.,

Link to page 1
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Microsoft Word’s Immersive Reader
If you’re like most people, you are familiar with Microsoft Word. But what
you may not know is that its Immersive Reader function offers features helpful
to struggling readers and ELL students. This is particularly true for Word Online,
which is available for free for users with email accounts. Immersive Reader can
also be found in Microsoft OneNote, Team, and FlipGrid.
The Immersive Reader features help everyone on any device improve
their reading skills, including those with dyslexia, dysgraphia, ADHD, emerging
readers or a combination of the broad range of unique student abilities.
Even with older versions of Word, such as Microsoft Word 2016 and Word
365, you can select View > Immersive Reader or View > Learning Tools to
access a modified reader view which helps struggling readers, such as:
Spacing—Allows users to change column width as well as the spacing
between characters and lines. This is helpful for users who suffer from visual
crowding issues.
Page Color—Provides the ability to change the text and background color,
such as black text on a tan background or white text on a black background.
Read Aloud—Reads text aloud with simultaneous highlighting that improves
decoding, fluency and comprehension while sustaining the reader’s focus and
attention.
Line Highlighting—Highlights one to three lines at a time, which can be
used in conjunction with the read-aloud feature.
Syllables—Shows the breaks between syllables to enhance word recognition
and decoding.
Word Online, which is free to users with email accounts, and other newer
Microsoft products such as OneNote, Team, and FlipGrid, offer additional
features, including:
Parts of Speech —Through highlighting and labels, identifies nouns, verbs,
adjectives and adverbs.
Picture Dictionary—Shows graphic depictions of selected nouns, verbs, and
even prepositions.

Translate—Translates selected words or entire documents into one of 60
offered languages, from Afrikaans to Welsh. Translated words and documents
can be read aloud in the selected language.
Link to page 1
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Special Education Training Supports
ToolOfTheWeek.org
The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), offers a free tool of the week for
teachers. These include downloadable tips on a wide variety of topics including
behavior, collaboration/co-teaching, life and social skills, transition, and much
more. Sign up at tooloftheweek.org to get an email with the tool or just look on
the site.

POWER:AAC Modules
The POWER AAC modules, available at https://www.pattan.net/AssistiveTechnology/AT-for-Communication/POWER-AAC, is a training series
developed by PaTTAN with Gail Van Tatenhove, CCC-SLP. POWER AAC
(Partner, Opportunities, Words, Evidence, and Resources) AAC consists of 11
training modules designed for individuals or teams supporting students with
complex communication needs who use or need Augmentative or Alternative
Communication (AAC).
This training series is free and modules range from about 30 minutes to just
over an hour and are perfect for professional development.
The modules include such titles as: Assess Classroom Practices, Provide
Supports and Scaffolds, Practice Partner Skills, and Collect Evidence to name a
few.

Link to page 1
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National Geographic Kids

With good production value and a wide selection of games, videos, and
activities, National Geographic Kids has much to offer about animals, culture
and history, the environment, exploration and adventure, science and innovation,
and travel. Some of the action games are mindless, but there are some truly
outstanding offerings. Check out Videos, Explore, and Explorer Academy in the
menu bar. Here are a few highlights but there are many more:
• On the Trail of Captain John Smith: Tells the story of Jamestown and
Captain John Smith. Has a cartoon
format with captions, excellent narration,
music, and sound effects, and relevant,
interesting mini-games. Tip: Put the
browser window in full-screen format so
the captions are big enough to read.
•
Personality quizzes: Take a quiz
to find out who you are most like as an
inventor, Greek god, historical civilization,
dinosaur, planet, time period, threatened
animal, and much more.
•
Funny Fill-Ins. Like Madlibs, this
asks students to provide nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, places, past-tense
verbs, verbs ending with -ing, etc., then
produces a funny story. There are many
choices of stories.
•
Dung Beetle Derby: Help a dung
Build the Fort mini-game from On the Trail of Captain John Smith
beetle move along by solving mini-puzzles,
and learn dung beetle facts along the way.
• Crack the Code: Shows how ciphers work and displays correct spelling of
words.
• Scavenger Hunt: Use a cipher to decode clues on a series of postcards to
see where they’re sent from.
• Letter Predator: Hangman with dinosaurs.
• Krill Smackdown: Learn about the geography of the Antarctic, its animals
and what they eat as you explore the sea to help krill find eggs.
• Videos: There are a ton of high-quality videos about animals, how things
work, weird but true facts, experiment ideas, and much more. Videos are
short -- 1 or 2 minutes at most.

Link to page 1
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Easy engagement, continued from page 1
chocolate chips into oatmeal.”
Werb, who has a master’s in Special Education, advises striving for
incremental successes when working with students who face academics with
anxiety and low self-confidence. Small steps can lead to big gains.

Increasing interest rates
Rather than a financial strategy, increasing a student’s interest rate refers
to finding out and concentrating on those things that students feel confident or
passionate about. For example, one student really liked the TV show “Gravity
Falls,” so Werb showed the student how to create a Venn diagram about
characters in the show, and let the student teach him about the content. Allowing
students feel supeiorr in knowledge about their “island of competence” is helpful
for building student confidence.
Another student was a fan of the Disney show “Descendants” , which
features teenage children of The Evil Queen, Jafar, Maleficent, and Cruella de
Vil. The student had a good sense of humor and was athletic, but immediately
lost interest during math, especially story problems. So Werb replaced elements
of a typical story problem with characters from the show and the items they use,
such as spells and magic.
Instead of assigning essay topics, Werb advises letting students write about
what they are passionate about.

Letting out the fizz

When assigning
a book, practice
frontloading, or
discussing the main
characters, setting,
plot points, and even
spooilers before
reading begins.

Faced with fidgeting students, Werb said teachers can be surprised how
helpful it can be to try different classroom furniture. Is the seat uncomfortable? If
so, try alternative seating such as yoga balls, a sensory seat cushion, or letting
kids bring in a sweatshirt or blanket to sit on.
The right size desk is important. If a student’s feet don’t touch the floor, it’s
a sure thing those feet will be swinging. A cheap stool on which the student can
place his or her feet can solve the problem. Students also shouldn’t be in desks
which are too small for them.
Fidgets such as spinners, thinking putty, and sensory bracelets can be
helpful. However, if the student turns fidget use into a game, the fidget becomes
a toy and is distracting.
Werb also suggests letting students move about the room when possible,
such as bringing them up to the board, making them classroom helpers, taking
frequent breaks, and letting students stand if they want to. Werb said that when
given this choice, many students respect it and do not abuse it.

Making a long story short
When assigning a book, practice frontloading, or discussing the main
characters, setting, plot points, and even spoilers before reading begins. A highly
effective way to do this is through a presentation with graphics. For example,
here’s an example of frontloading for “The Outsiders” by S.E. Hinton, which
was found by googling “front loading the Outsiders”.But a PowerPoint or Google
Please see Easy engagement on next page
Link to page 1
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Easy engagement continued from previous page
Slides presentation could work just as well.
Another great strategy for teaching literature
is to let students use graphic novels, ebooks,
and audio books in conjunction with the regular
text. Googling “graphic novel versions of classic
books” brings up many choices, most notably this
list of 162 graphic novels on goodreads.com.
Ebooks can be helpful because they allow
students to increase font size and space between
lines. Check out openlibrary.org, Archive.org, and
this list of websites that offer free ebooks.
Some people frown at audiobooks, but studies
show that listening to audiobooks can provide
the same comprehension as reading. Have students list to audio books while
following along in the text. Here’s a list of websites with free audiobooks.

Sending students in the write direction
The physical act of just producing letters can be
a barrier to writing, if students are struggling to use
a pencil. If students are allowed to use technology,
it can be like the difference between night and day.
Technology such as tablets,
keyboards, and especially
speech to text is helpful. Speech
to text technology has improved
quite a bit within the last five
years. Try Google Chrome
extensions such as Read&Write and software such
as Dragon Dictation and Dragon Speech. Web found
that using speech-to-text software even improved one
student’s pronunciation.
Another helpful strategy is to have students write
essays on slides, such as in PowerPoint, or Google
Slides, and provide templates and models of expected
work.

Teaching in high definition
“High definition” encompasses several concepts. One is to provide a lot of
space between text. Microsoft Word provides this in its “Immersive Reader”
feature, found by selecting View > Immersive Reader from the menu bar.
Immersive Reader also highlights lines of text, allows adjustable column width
and breaks words into syllables.
Showing text on a projector can be helpful.
You can also help students with comprehension by highlighting and colorcoding key words in text.
Werb’s book, Teach for Attention!, is available through Free Spirit Publishing.
Link to page 1
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Gamification, continued from page 1
sure the developmental level is correct; to make the activity vigorous but not
overwhelming. This is particularly true for students with special needs, who may
refuse to participate if they suspect that the activity will make them look weak or
inadequate.
It is also a rule in learning game design that the player should be presented
with a demand for speed OR a demand for accuracy, but not a demand for both
speed and accuracy at the same time, because this can be too stressful for the
player. Unfortunately, much gamification technology, which offers
a game show format presented as “engaging”, forces students to
compete individually based on both speed and accuracy. Special
education teachers should beware of this.
However, in order to retain instruction, students must practice
recalling it, and a game show format works well for this formative
assessment. Some ways to mitigate the threat of student
embarrassment is to make responses anonymous to the class as a
whole, or have students work in teams. Of the four most common
“game show-type” apps (Kahoot, Quizizz, Quizlet Live, and Gimkit).
Quizlet allows collaborative use, and Quizizz allows asynchronous, anonymous
responses. For an excellent analysis of the four apps, see “Game show
classroom: Comparing Kahoot!, Quizizz, Quizlet Live, and Gimkit,
Plus Alternative Gameplay Ideas” by Matt Miller, author of “Ditch
That Textbook.”
There are other ways to gamify classes.
•
Classcraft allows students to adopt a Dungeons &
Dragons-type persona online, and students level up based on
good behavior.
•
Escape rooms allow students to work in groups to solve
instruction-related puzzles. BreakoutEdu.com offers a physical
game kit for team use
and supplemental
digital games for iOS
or Android app which can be
completed individually. There are a wide variety of curriculum-aligned
subjects and you can also create your own games. When adapting for
students with special needs, consider having the students take turns as
hint masters. Breakout EDU Digital also allows non-timed quests which
involve rescues. See the Breakout EDU Digital Sandbox with communitycreated games, and/or use this Google Docs template to create your own
escape room.
• Create themes, teams, and side quests. High school English teacher
Laura Steinbrink wrote an excellent article about this entitled “Themes,
Teams, and Side Quests: A Superhero’s Guide to Gamification” on
DitcthThatTextbook.com. One idea she suggetsed to promote cooperative
learning is to have teams do member swaps for special missions.
Check out these other resources for gamification:
• Ditch That Textbook.com
• 15 ways to gamify your class by Matt Miller
• 20+ resources for engaging game-based learning by Matt Miller
• “Explore Like a Pirate” a book by Michael Matera.
Link to page 1

